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and Mr. Mangla Rai, Research Assistant
Date of Assessment: 15th July, 2012
Goal I: Promote Water as Key Part of Sustainable Development
Activity 1
Multi-stakeholders’ Consultation on Ground Water Regulation and Management
In the context of climate change and enhanced water demand from all the sectors, ground water
legislation has assumed paramount importance. But the recent bill proposed by the government
of Odisha falls short of the sense of urgency and policy acumen that it should have in the
proposed Ground Water Bill 2011, the participants of the Multi-stakeholders’ Consultation on
Ground Water Regulation and Management have opined.
With the support of GWP-India, this consultation was organized by Eastern Zone Water
Partnership Coordinating Agency (National Institute of Development) and Odisha Water Forum
on 29th June 2012 at Hotel Presidency at Bhubaneshwar, Odisha. 35 people from State
Department of Water Resources, local civic society representatives, NGOs and media
participated in the consultation.
The workshop was presided by Dr. Sisir Behera, Deputy Director, Department of Water
Resources and also a key member of Odisha Water Forum. Mr. Kailash Dash, Executive Director
of RCDC was the Chief Guest. Mr. Tapan Padhi, Convener of Eastern Zonal Water Partnership
formally welcomed the participants and spelt out the workshop objectives. Mr Bikash Pati,
Program Officer, Water Aid, Bhubaneswar made a presentation on challenges to ground water in
Odisha as well its neighboring states. This presentation set the tone for the discussion on the
various issues on ground water by the participants. It was stressed that in the changed context
of enhanced dependence on ground water and climatic change, if the state does not exhibit
utmost care in making policies as well as managing ground water, it will severely affect the
water security in the State. Mr. Bimal Pandya initiated the discussion on Odisha Ground Water
(Regulation and Development) Bill, 2011. He presented that other than the creation of a
Regulatory Authority to regulate the water usage in the notified areas and a lip service to the
rainwater harvesting, the bill does not offer anything that will address the issues confronting the
ground water sector in the state. Mr. Tapan Padhi discussed regarding the latest Ground Water
Model Bill 2011, by the Central government and raised apprehensions that the State is getting
into the legislation in a hurried manner which raises suspicion.
The participants expressed concern that the Odisha Ground Water Bill 2011 does not take into
consideration the 73rd amendment and does not decentralize the authorities at appropriate
levels. It also does not address the equity concern with respect to land entitlements.
Output/ Outcome
The following decisions were taken in the multi-stakeholders’ consultation:
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· A core group would be formed to follow up the whole initiative.
· The core groups will prepare a detailed critique to present to the government officials who
are responsible for the drafting the Bill.
· The groups will consult legal experts whether a state legislation severing the link between
the land ownership and ground water can stand the legal scrutiny with respect to Easement
Act which is a Union legislation. The support of India Water Partnership (GWP-India) also
will be sought in this regard as they are in a better position in this regard.
· The team will meet the legislators of the State Assemblies to influence the discussion in the
Assembly.
· Possibilities will be explored to ensure that the team works on a long term basis on ground
water.
Activity 2
Multi-stakeholders’ Consultation on “Issues of Governance in the Water Sector” organized
by GWP-India on 18th June, 2012 at New Delhi
The multi-stakeholders consultation
on “Issues of Governance in the
Water Sector” argued that in the
emerging situation of water security,
the crucial issues are that of defining
water governance. The consultation
was organized by India Water
Partnership
(Global
Water
Partnership-India) in association
with Transparency International
India (TII) on 18th June, 2012 at New
Delhi. The consultation primarily
focused on : (i) Context of water
resources
governance
and
management (Governance in use of
groundwater and urban water supply),
Multi-stakeholders’ Consultation on “Issues of
legal issues, global discourse; (ii)
Governance in the Water Sector
Mapping potential corruption risks in
the water sector & strengthening integrity, transparency and accountability; (iii) Creating
coalitions at all level and engage with various stakeholders; and (iv) Institutions and capacity
building : knowledge sharing and reforms.
This consultation was attended by 30 participants comprising of Government, Non-Government
Organizations, Dy Mayors, representatives of Residential Welfare Associations, GWP-India
network partners, Transparency International India officials and media. The experts said that
difficulty in water governance is that every agency thinks that water belongs to them but
nobody wants to protect it. Mr. Azad Singh, Deputy Mayor from Mundaka, Delhi said that efficient
governance requires strong leadership, policies & regulations. Mr. Anil D Mohile, former
Chairman, Central Water Commission chairing the consultation said that water resources
governance and management scenario in India is undergoing structural changes. In the case of
surface water, the allocation equals or exceeds available water. He also told that one industry
uses water and gives back the water after re-cycling and hence the total use remains the same,
whereas in the case of ground water, extraction exceeds recharge. This hampers the allocation
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of water over different sectors and makes the situation more complex. Mr. M P Sajnani from
Action for Disaster Resilient and Inclusive Development (ADRID) said that while talking about
governance, we have to take both rural and urban scenario.
Citing the example of Tikri village near Delhi boarder, Mr. Azad Singh said that few years back
this village was full of water. However, now the people are migrating from this village to the
nearby cities due to very limited sources of water. In-situ urbanization need to be developed as
population of India is going to reach or stabilize to 1.6 billion by 2050. He also pointed out that in
Delhi, the current water shortage is not due to inadequate supplies but lack of management. He
also suggested that recycled water has immense potential but it need to be adopted by the
government .
Ms Anupma Jha, Director, TII in her opening remarks said that transparency and accountability is
important for water security.
Dr. Veena Khanduri of India Water Partnership said as of today water governance is no more in
the domain of the water managers because of multi-level (local, regional, sub-national) and multidimensional (economic, social and environmental) phenomena and challenges is beyond the
river basin boundaries. Hence it is now important to focus how we as a society can manage our
water resources as a part of effective water governance as multiple authorities and coordinating
agencies are working.
Dr. Prem S Vashishtha of GWP-India said that capacity building of water utilities and mind set
change of government officials are the important aspects in water governance.
It was concluded that stakeholders’ responsibility and authority, financial viability, innovation
and Research & Development, capacity building and inter-coordination among the various
departments are the key parameters for effective water governance. It was also discussed that
investing in governance reform is cost effective compared to the cost of investment in
technological solutions.
Media coverage can be seen on the link :
http://www.indiawaterreview.in/Story/News/effective-water-governance-needed-to-tacklegrowing-water-woes-experts/745/1#.T-SFzRdo0Z4
Media coverage can also be seen at the link : Effective-water-governance-needed-to-tacklegrowing-water-woes-expert available at GWP-India website : www.cwp-india.org under Events
under sub-heading Newsline.
Output/ Outcome
The consultation ended with the recommendation that such consultations need to be organized
from time to time for effective governance in water sector.
Activity 3
Discussions with the Maharashtra Water Resources Regulatory Authority (MWRRA)
Since Maharashtra has a fairly advanced policy and law related to involvement of communities
and participatory procedures of decision making in river basin and planning, it was decided by
the stake holders working in the Wainganga Basin, that such water sector reforms should be
advocated in the adjoining state of Madhya Pradesh since 1/3 of Wainganga Basin lies in
Madhya Pradesh.
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Accordingly a letter was send to the Principal Secretary, Water Resources Department Mr.
Rajnish Vaish in the month of April. Soliciting his presence in a joint workshop/ meeting where
Western Zone could share their experience of Maharashtra. Western Zone Coordinating agency
has not received any positive response. Though, the Government of Madhya Pradesh has
initiated some reforms such as-- the Madhya Pradesh Water and Sewage Resource Project
where a regulatory authority has been proposed, with the assistance from The World Bank and
The Asian Development Bank, however, the project is still in nascent stage or the process of
Integrated River Basin Planning or determination of bulk water supply etc. have not taken place.
Since further advocacy through the administrative channel is not possible at present, WZWP
Coordinating agency have initiated the correspondence in June 2012 with NGOs located in
Madhya Pradesh. Their responses are awaited. The following documents were sent to Secretary
Water Resources, M. P.
1) The document containing The Terms of Reference being used for integrated planning
development and management of river basins.
2) The criteria for determination of the Bulk Tariff of Maharashtra.
3) The Inception Report for the Master planning Exercise being carried out at the Wainganga
Sub basin. The significance of this document is that more than 1/3 of the Wainganga Basin
lies in Madhya Pradesh."
Western Zonal coordinating agency is engaged in series of informal and formal consultation and
meetings with Maharashtra Water Resources Regulatory Authority on various issues. The
MWRRA is currently in the process of revising its Bulk Water Tariffs for the years 2013-2015.
These Bulk Water Tariffs would be applicable for not only the Wainganga basin but for the State
of Maharashtra. As a convener of the West Zone Water Partnership, Gomukh Trust submitted a
note to the MWRRA regarding the anomalies creeping into the Determination of Bulk Water
Tariffs on 21st June, 2012 vide which it was suggested inclusion of 'environmental flows' as a
'water use category' and that the water users should contribute to the costs incurred for
maintaining these flows. Such a suggestion was made to ensure that environmental flows are
formally recognized by water managers.
Similarly, it was also suggested that return water flow from industries, which is often polluted,
should be considered as 'consumed water' and should be charged as such since polluted water
cannot be used for any other purposes.
Output/ Outcome
Western Zonal Coordinating agency is continuously interacting with MWRRA and contributing
significantly in water sector reform initiatives.
Goal II: Coping with Critical Water Challenges through Partnerships to Secure Mutual
Goals
Activity-1
Study on the impact of Climate Change on frequency and intensity of floods in the
Wainganga Basin
West Zone Water Partnership, Coordinating agency, Gomukh Trust, Pune with the support of
GWP India has started preliminary study on floods in the Wainganga Basin as part of
preparation of Integrated Water Resources Development and Management Plan for Wainganga
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river basin. Preliminary study shows that the Wainganga River Basin has experienced three
major flood disasters during 1994, 2001, and 2005. The Gosekhurd Multipurpose Project
envisages flood prevention as one of its objectives. The Dam is located near Pauni town on the
Wainganga River which has 33 central gates for discharging flood-waters, each having
dimensions of 18.30 m by 16.50 m. Thus, the total spillway length is 904 m, while the height of
the dam is 28.5 m above the river bed.
The gross storage capacity of the dam (reservoir) is 1146 million cubic meters (mcm) and the
Maximum Flood level (MFL) of 240.50 m above MSL. The dam has been constructed assuming a
‘design-flood’ of 67300 cubic meters per second (cumecs) and the spillway has been designed
accordingly.
The estimated flood in case of the Gosikhurd dam-break is estimated to be
68000 cusecs. In case of a maximum flood discharge from the spill way alone, the flood rate
would be 34,000 cumecs and the 25 year return flood would have a velocity of 22,733 cumecs.
Further, the flood survey has identified 187 villages along the river with 94 villages on the left
bank and 93 on the right bank. The natural flood carrying capacity of the river channel varies
between 18000 cumecs and 20,000 cumecs and the villages immediately next to the river banks
are the most vulnerable to inundation.
It is expected that the Wainganga Basin would receive higher than average rainfall as an impact
of Climate Change. However, there has also been a marked increase in the dry spell in the region,
which would necessitate better management of the reservoirs.
Smaller sub-basins like Chulband, Gadhvi, and Khobragadi which are mostly seasonal rivers
would also experience floods due to climate change and it would be necessary to conduct similar
studies on the sub-basins of the Wainganga River System. The detail study would be conducted
if South Asia Regional Proposal on improving the resilience of South Asian countries to
withstand the impacts of climate change materializes.
Activity-2

Consultation Meeting on Water, Agriculture and Climate Change under Linkage of
GWP-South Asia and Asia Pacific Adaptation Network (APAN)
Asia Pacific Adaptation Network (APAN) was launched in 2009 as the first regional network
under Global Adaptation Network (GAN). The Network aims at building capacity, facilitating
policy, planning, access to finances and actions, and knowledge dissemination in climate change
adaptation. The Regional Hub (RH) of APAN functions as a knowledge center and provides
technical assistance for adaptation. The RH assists and collaborates with its sub-regional Nodes
(SRN) and thematic nodes to implement the APAN activities.GWP South Asia was selected in
2011 as the APAN’s Thematic Node for Water in South Asia. Mr Upali Imbulana, Regional
Coordinator, GWP-SAS is the Thematic node contact person for the region and Dr Veena
Khanduri, Executive Secretary, is India’s thematic node contact.
The GWP South Asia’s activities as APAN’s thematic node for water envisages to:
·
·
·

Lead the activities of APAN in the water sector in collaboration with Sub Regional Nodes and
national implementing partners
Assist in the knowledge generation activities of the APAN Regional Hub that serves as the
regional knowledge centre for adaptation.
Efficiently utilize and leverage GWP South Asia’s comparative advantage of access to grassroots level through Area Water Partnerships.
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Keeping in view the above objectives, India Water Partnership (IWP) organized a Consultation
Meeting on “Water, Agriculture and Climate Change” on 9th February, 2012 at Institute for
Human Development, New Delhi to identify and prioritize the major issues and challenges
regarding water, agriculture and climate change at sub-regional and national level. 27
participants from different Ministries of Govt. of India, NGOs, GWP-India Board members, GWPIndia partners, experts in agriculture, water & climate changes, representatives from the Delhi
University attended the consultation.
Before commencement of the consultation, Dr. Veena Khanduri explained about the GWP-South
Asia-APAN initiative about focus on knowledge and people with regard to increasing the
resilience of water sector to climate change in South Asia and India in particular.
Output/Outcome
Based on the report submitted to the Regional Office, GWP-South Asia, the APAN has awarded
the second assignment to the region.
Activity-3
Networking among Civil Society groups and local Panchayat Raj Institutions (Gram
Sabhas) for formation of RBO, in the Kathani sub-basin of Wainganga River.
The Gomukh Trust for Environment and Sustainable Development and the West Zone Water
Partnership Coordinating Agency of GWP-India held meetings during April, 2012 in Bhandara,
Gondia and Gadchiroli districts as part of its initiative for formation of RBO in Kathani Sub basin.
For entry point activity, WZWP initiated discussion for formulating a plan which would respond
to the drinking water scarcity in these regions under its own project. During the meetings, it was
decided that 8 villages in the Wainganga river basin will be specially selected for assessing the
drinking water technologies and schemes and their status. Local groups like; Bhandara Nisarg
Va Sanskruti Abhyas Mandal and Srishti would be assisting the West Zone Water Partnership in
this survey.
Broad issues which form the objectives of the Integrated Water Resources Development and
Management Plan (IWRD&MP) for Wainganga River sub- Basin like use of appropriate
technologies, building resilience to climate change, equity, gender balance, etc. will be included
while studying the status of drinking water systems in the region. It will help in reinforcing the
need to invest in providing basic infrastructure in the region and also to pin down the specific
issues with respect to drinking water supply that plague to region. Outcome of this study will be
integrated into the IWRD&MP. However, during this meeting, it was decided by the
stakeholders that instead of formation of RBO, it would be good to form an Area Water
Partnership in middle Wainganga River Subbasin, since the stakeholders from many sub-

basins are already involved in the planning process and have been networking on
various issues related to the Waingangā basin.
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Activity 4
Sensitization Workshop on Community Livelihood Resilience on Climate Change in two
districts of Odisha
With advance in global warming and the resulted outcome i.e. sea storms acquiring greater
destructive power (as is being forecasted), Odisha state is expected to witness heavy
flood/storms. In addition, recurring vulnerabilities due to climate change impact; deaths
because of extreme heat wave in the recent past; coastal erosion in Podompeta, Ramiyapatana
close to Ganjam and Berhampur; engulfment of Kanhupur, Rasulpur of undivided Balasore and
Satbhaya in Kendrapada district in sea etc. sets an alarming situation. Climate change has began
impacting every region and heavily affecting every individual thus, creating a need for
enhancement of resilience at micro-level for adaptation.
In the above backdrop, GWP-India with the support of partner NGO Udyama, Bhubaneshwar had
so far organized two workshops during 2012; the first on 22nd March, 2012 and the second on
29th June, 2012, the details of which are given below:
First Workshop – 29th March, 2012
The first workshop was organized on community livelihood Resilience on climate change on
22nd March, 2012 at Kholan G.P Head Quarter of Kholan of Titlagada block, Bolangir district
(Odisha). Women SHG members, Anganwadi, ASHA workers, youths, children government
officials and the PRI members participated. Titlagad is one of the hottest places and drought
prone area with severe drinking water problem.
The workshop started in the presence of Block Development Officer of Titilagarh Block and
Executive Officer. At the outset Mr. Narayan Barik, Coordinator of UDYAMA welcomed all the
distinguished delegates. The workshop objectives were given by Cluster coordinator of
UDYAMA, Mr. Manohar Sunani.
Chief Guest Mr. Mahendra Pradhan, Block Development Officer of Titilagarh Block addressed the
gathering about the water situation at present and in future, and encouraged the participants to
save and protect water in their locality. He also informed about the various Govt. schemes and
programmes, basically water related programmes like MNREGS, KBK funds, Western Orissa
Development Council fund, Soil Conservation and Watershed development schemes and how
these schemes and programmes are helping for ground water recharge and addressing climate
change vulnerabilities through the plantation of tree, environment protection and road
connectivity for communication. He also encouraged all the participants to create new ponds on
their land for the storage of water, ground water recharge and irrigation facility. He also
informed the participants that the State Govt. is giving Rs. 50000/- (Fifty thousand rupees) to
every BPL card holder family to create a new pond on their own land.
During discussions, the SHG members raised issues on the tube wells and water problem in the
Kholan G.P. Most of the tubes well are not working and some of are in damaged stage,
community reservoirs have silted up, dried up and wells are drying up. There is serious drinking
water shortage and these issues will become very acute in coming days if this trend continues.
The community raised very rights based issues regarding installation of tube wells and
demanded more as population has increased substantially. Most of them are collecting polluted
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water from river and ponds causing serious health problems. Hearing from community, the
B.D.O assured to fulfill and resolve the water problems. He further assured, in case of any
delay, the water tank will provide and distribute the fresh drinking water in every village of the
Titilagarh block as this block has gross shortage of drinking water.
Second Workshop – 29th June, 2012
The second sensitization workshop was held on Community Resilience on Climate Change at
Revenue Divisional Commissioner’s Conference Hall, Berhampur on 29th June 2012. The
workshop was inaugurated by Hon’ble Revenue Divisional Commissioner (RDC), Southern
Division, Shri L N Nayak, IAS. The workshop witnessed 65 participants representing varied civil
society organizations. The key participations were Dr. Krishan Kumar, IAS, District Collector,
NGOs, PRIs, Corporator from Berhampur Municipality, students, intellectuals and media.
At the outset Ms. Rita Gajjar, President of DIGANT (Local Partner) greeted the august gathering
and extended the welcome note. Shri Pradeep Mohapatra, Secretary UDYAMA, extended special
welcome greetings to Shri Nayak, Revenue Divisional Commissioner (RDC) and all the
participants and subsequently shared with the house the objectives of the workshop on GWPIndia’s work on promotion of integrated water resource management principles and practices,
advocacy , strategy approach and support to government in preparing ”India Water Vision2025”.
Shri L.N. Nayak, IAS, Revenue Divisional Commissioner delivering the inaugural speech
emphasised on collective actions, opportunities and way forward. He appreciated the efforts
being made by UDYAMA in collaboration with GWP-India for undertaking responsibility for
mass sensitization and resilience building on this emerging issues of climate change and
expressed expectation from civil society representatives to undertake more actions and
advocacy at regional level in Odisha to trigger this initiative.
Shri Pradeep Mohapatra focused on threats of climate change and the need of advocating for
community resilience at local level to confront the above concerns. Highlighting the relevance of
water resource, he reiterated that conservation, reuse, recycle and restoration of water at micro
level are essential to promote climate change resilience. To make this happen, preservation and
conservation of forest, biodiversity, farm land is central.
Shri Yogesh of PanIIT said that due to unwanted weather change, vulnerability within the poor
is on rise with local livelihood is at threat which has increased the probability of distressed
migration. Hence to cope with the changing situation, skill building of dropouts, and youth is
essential to meet exigencies and alternative livelihoods strategy is needed to cope with as part
of resilience process initiatives.
Shri Manoj Dash, State Representative, Project Concern International made presentation on
‘Cross Sectoral Strategies on Disaster Risk Reduction’. Deliberation was held on initiatives
undertaken relating to Climate Change and Disaster Risk Reduction by creating awareness and
generating collaborative strategies to reduce vulnerability to disasters and to respond to them
effectively in Odisha. He highlighted the need of a shift from relief to resilience and involvement
of cross sectors as a prerequisite to address recurrent disasters, reduce risks and create an
enabling environment. PRIs, community groups, people’s federation, local administration, state
authorities, Govt., NGOs, corporate and financing institutions have a greater role in reducing
disaster risks and building resilience. Shri Nayak, RDC enthusiastically heard the open house
presentation/ discussion and informed the house that the state government has submitted a
proposal on Climate Change with a budget of 17000 crores to Central Government. This is the
8
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opportunity for NGOs/ CBOs to get involved in this process of mainstreaming and leveraging
resources.. He assured the gathering to extend cooperation and support in sharing and carrying
forward good initiative(s) emerging from the workshop with the District Collectors of the
Division and the State Government.
Output/ Outcome of Second Workshop
1. Regular interactions are needed among the practitioners for education and replication of
best practices. For this an interaction plan shall be developed by the participants.
2. Regional community resilience action plan shall be developed and shared with district
administration and RDC, Berhampur.
3. There are doable ten actions such as, conservation of water, energy, forest, land, waste,
plastic use, nutrition for landless, biomass, biogas, vehicles use, air conditioner use,
greening and cleaning was shared and actions shall be undertaken to promote the above.
4. Local advocacy program would be conducted to practice at individual and community level
to accelerate.
5. Participating NGOs will make efforts to constitute regional networks to facilitate intensive
reflection on community resilience, water sector, livelihoods issue and share with PRI
representatives, administration at local level to mainstream climate change issues.
6. To trigger the network initiative , this program would be followed by GP level action plan
and get it approved at Gram Sabha to pool mainstream resources and unanimously agreed.
Activity 5
Consultation on Water Governance in Assam: Priorities for Knowledge-based
Interventions
Aaranyak, a partner of GWP- India in the North-East, is working on Climate and Water induced
hazards in the flood affected areas in the state of Assam and striving for solution of the water
related problems. In past in an action research project carried out by Aaranyak on climate and
water induced hazards governance emerged as a most important issue. To examine the
mechanisms which are in place in government agencies to deal with water related problems and
how these management systems are interacting with local communities and civil society while
addressing the water issues, it was felt by Aaraynak to investigate the governance system
associated with flood management.
In the above backdrop, Aarnayak with
the support of GWP-India organized a
Consultation Forum on Water
Governance in Assam: Priorities for
Knowledge based Interventions on
9th June, 2012 at Guwahati. Forty Five
(45)
participants
representing
Government, academics, and civil
society attended the event. The
consultation was chaired by Shri H N
Das,
former
Chief
Secretary,
Government of Assam.
The consultation focused on identifying
and analyzing the most important
water-related issues in the state for

Consultation Forum on Water Governance in Assam:
Priorities for Knowledge based Interventions
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formulating a set of strategies for effective mitigation focusing on interdisciplinary research,
intervention and policy advocacy. While flood and river bank erosion and land degradation due
to sand deposit are the major water related problems, Assam is also periodically facing drought
like situation," Aaranyak's Head of Water, Climate and Hazard programme, Dr. Partha J Das said.
The session on flood & erosion management was moderated by Er. A K Mitra, Board Member of
GWP-India and Former Secretary, Water Resource Department, Govt. of Assam who presented
an analytical view of the flood and erosion problem in the complexity of the Brahmaputra river
system and the inadequacy of knowledge on the same.
Prof. Chandan of IIT Guwahati talked about the knowledge gaps that exist in the case of the
Brahmaputra river basin. He insisted on bridging this gap before going for structural and other
interventions to address the water problems.
One participant said that we hardly know 20 per cent of Brahmaputra river in its entirety and
there is a need to know lot more. On the need for catchment area treatment, participants
pointed out that as many of the rivers originate outside the state; there is a need for regionallevel cooperation. “Knowledge about the catchment area is very important,” said Er A.K. Mitra.
Discussions also centered on activities covering inter disciplinary research, intervention and
policy advocacy for addressing the most important issues and problems in the water sector for
the state of Assam. Participants at the meeting felt that a State Wetland Authority should be
set up in order to get funds for conservation of water bodies. Others called for identifying
drought-prone areas in the state as there have been drought-like situations in the state recently.
The media coverage can be seen on the following three links:
http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/city/guwahati/Govt-urged-to-formulate-comprehensiveflood-plan/articleshow/13986723.cms?prtpage=1
http://www.assamtribune.com/epaper/jun1012/at04.html
http://www.telegraphindia.com/1120610/jsp/northeast/story_15591834.jsp
The media coverage in three leading English newspapers is also available on GWP-India website
: www.cwp-india.org under sub-heading Newline under main heading Events.
Output/ Outcome
The forum recommended the following:
·

·
·
·
·

Create a Centre of Excellence for studying the water regime of northeast India covering
both the Brahmaputra and the Barak basin with an integrated approach which will include
all relevant aspects like hydrology, geomorphology, meteorology, climatology, climate
change, subsurface and ground water, water quality etc. The main objective of this
institution will be to bridge the knowledge gap and facilitate knowledge based interventions
to solve the water related problems.
The Panchayats and the local governance agencies need to be properly empowered through
decentralization of responsibilities and functions so that they can manage local water
resources themselves.
The Government of Assam should establish a mechanism and an accountable authority to
address water scarcity and drought like situations in the spirit of disaster management.
Water harvesting especially rain water harvesting should be promoted all over the state and
especially in the water scarce areas.
Strong policy and laws should be enforced to assure judicious use of water.
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·

Basin level water management should be adopted to ensure proper planning and
sustainable use and management of water resources of the state which will require a basin
level institution of water management.

Goal III: Reinforce Knowledge Sharing and Communications, Capacity Building
Activity 1:
GWP India facilitated and participated in India Water Week-2012 organized by Ministry
of Water Resources, Government of India from 10-13th April, 2012 at Vigyan Bhawan, New
Delhi.
Ministry of Water Resources, Govt. of India
for the first time celebrated India Water
Week (IWW) from 10th to 14th April, 2012
at Vigyan Bhavan, New Delhi under the
main theme ““Water, Energy and Food
Security : Call for Solutions”. The event
was inaugurated by Dr. Manmohan Singh,
Hon’ble Prime Minister of India. More than
1000 experts/professionals from India and
abroad participated in the IWW-2012. The
main participants from GWP side were Dr.
Ania Grobicki, Executive Secretary, GWP,
Mr. Chaminda Rajapakse, Senior Network
Officer, GWP-South Asia and GWP-South
Dr Ania Grobicki, Executive Secretary, GWP
East Asia. From GWP-India, Prof. S R
addressing the gathering during IWRM Session
Hashim, President, Dr. Veena Khanduri,
Executive Secretary and a good number of present and former Board members of GWP-India
participated in this mega event as speakers and co-speakers in various sessions. Mr. A D Mohile,
former Board Member, GWP-India was the Chairman for the sub-theme “ Integrated Water
Resources Management” and Dr. Ania Grobicki, Executive Secretary, GWP was the CoChairman. Dr. Ania Grobicki presented her views on moving IWRM process which require
prioritizing and sequencing actions to achieve short, medium and long term objectives. She also
emphasized that GWP partnerships can support this process as neutral platforms for
collaboration. She further said that GWP also has an opportunity to help bring diverse groups
together to define common agendas and develop and implement plans for action as
demonstrated by the GWP supported partnership for Africa’s Water Development.
Prof. S R Hshim as Co-Chairman for sub- theme “Water for Food Security” told the gathering
that India’s per capita net availability of food grains has declined. However, population is less
poor and people are definitely less hungry now than they were in the decades of sixties and
seventies. Food basket has diversified significantly with rising incomes. Projections of food grain
requirements therefore will have to take some of these realities into account. India may still
need to produce something around 400 million tonnes of food grains by the middle of 21st
century. Targeting even 400 million tonnes of food grains production will put a lot of strain on
the available water resources in the country. Food security and rural livelihoods are intrinsically
linked to water availability and use. Food security is determined by the options people have to
secure access to own agricultural production and exchange opportunities. These opportunities
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are influenced by access to water. Many regions in India are already facing water deficits; any
further decline in water resources will greatly impact food and livelihood security.
Output/ Outcome
GWP and GWP-India was well represented in the India Water Week and GWP has generated a
good relationship with Government of India and other participating organizations/institutions.
Activity 2
GWP-India organized a Side Event on Approach of Draft National Water Policy (DNWP)2012 in context of Climate Change” during India Water Week-2012
GWP-India, Executive Secretary organized a Side Event on “Approach of Draft National Water
Policy-2012 in context of Climate Change” during India Water Week-2012 at Central Board of
Irrigation and Power, New Delhi on 13th April, 2012. Seventy (70) experts/water
professionals/ engineers from Central Water Commission, National Water Development Agency,
Ministry of Water Resources, Government of India, representatives of Department of Water
Resources of different States of India, Planning Commission, Govt. of India, GWP-India partners
including board members participated in the side event.
From GWP side, Mr. Chaminda Rajapakse, Senior Network Officer, GWP-South Asia and GWPSouth East Asia, Prof. S R Hashim, President, GWP-India, Dr. A N Sharma, Vice-President, IWP,
Dr. Prem S Vashishtha, Regional Council Member, GWP-SAS, Dr. Veena Khanduri, Executive
Secretary, GWP-India and present and former Board Members of GWP-India participated in the
side event. Dr. A N Sharma, welcomed the participants and highlighted the importance of this
side event. The Keynote address was delivered by Prof. S R Hashim who is also a member of the
Drafting Committee of Draft National Water Policy, 2012. The concluding remarks and vote of
thanks was given by Dr. Veena Khanduri .
Mr. Chaminda Rajapakse mentioned that the climate change is likely to increase variability of
water resources affecting human health & livelihood of community. Therefore special impetus is
required to enhance the capacity of community to meet the challenge at local level by adopting
climate resilient technologies.
Dr. D M More, Former Director General R & D, Water Resources Deptt. Govt. of Maharashtra and
Technical Advisor, Water Resources Deptt. , Govt. of Maharashtra said that India’s first water
policy of 1987 was revised in 2002 and same is now again being revised vide DNWP – 2012. Dr.
More further said that the draft of the new policy is very comprehensive and has proposed some
important changes, like, need to modify the Indian Easements Act 1882, contract for
construction of projects to have inbuilt provision of maintenance of infrastructure and so on.
The priorities cannot be same for all the basins/sub basins across the country. These hydraulic
units vary widely in regard to water availability, climate, land, cropping pattern, industrial
development and so on. This is a basin/sub basin specific issue and decision could be influenced
by the views of the stakeholders’/users together.
Prof. Vijay Paranjpye criticized the view that increasing larger storages will be the panacea for
decreasing the climate change impact. While increasing storages can respond to some impacts
like increasing or changing locations of aridity they are not likely to answer many of the other
impacts of climate change. In terms of institutional changes, it was pointed out that merely
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putting into place water user associations and such other societies can touch barely 15-20% of
the irrigated areas where canal irrigation is possible and therefore it is not an adequate
institutional measure for responding to climate change. Since most states have more than 60%
of area devoid of canal irrigation schemes, a totally different institutional system will be
required, e.g. association of riverine fishing communities which looks at the impact of
disappearing water front’s or natural riverine lakes. Similarly, associations of farmers in the
rain-fed agricultural areas would need to be given technical support for responding to longer
dry spells.
Output/ Outcome
Ministry of Water Resources, Govt. of India has acknowledged that add- on event helped
government towards better participation and find a good echo amongst the policy advocacy
groups. GWP –India has submitted a brief note to the Ministry.
Activity 3
Celebration of World Water Day by GWP-India
During 2012, GWP-India celebrated World Water Day at five different locations of the country.
The details in brief are given below:
(i)

World Water Day Celebration at Kholan village of Titlagada blcok, Bolangir district
(Orissa)

GWP-India with the support of partner NGO Udyama, Bhubaneshwar celebrated World Water
Day on 22nd March, 2012 and conducted a workshop on community livelihood Resilience on
climate change. Both the events were organized at Kholan G.P Head Quarter of Kholan of
Titlagada block, Bolangir district (Orissa). Women SHG members, Anganwadi workers, ASHA
workers, youths, children government officials and the PRI members participated in the World
Water Day Celebration.
(ii) World Water Day Celebration at Dhenkanal District, Orissa
GWP-India celebrated the World Water Day or Vishwa Jala Divas with the support of partner
NGO; Arun Institute of Rural Affairs, Dhenkanal District, Orissa with School Children from Kadua
and Bhagirathipur villages of Dhenkanal district, Orissa. More than 250 students both boys &
girls marched the village streets with placards depicting ‘save water’, ‘save our planet’ in their
attempt to educate & aware the community members.
(iii) Celebration of World Water Day at Greater NOIDA and Meerut City, Uttar Pradesh
On the occasion of World Water Day, GWP-India with the support of its network partner Janhit
Foundation, Meerut, organized an Inter college debate competition at Greater NOIDA March 21,
2012 at Radha Govind College and on 22nd April, 2012, the World Water Day was celebrated at
Deewan VS Institute of Engineering, Meerut. Both the events were participated by 16 teams of
different colleges. The topic of the debate was ‘Water should be considered a National
Property’ and the students shared their views on ownership and non-ownership of water
resources as a National property of any kind (national or private). The guests at Radha Govind
College were Mr. Sanjay Rana (Director, Aqua Foundation) and Dr. Veena Khanduri (Executive
Secretary, IWP).
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(iv) Celebration of World Water Day at Meerut, Uttar Pradesh
GWP-India with the support of partner NGO; Neer Foundation (Meerut) organized one more
event on the occasion of World Water Day at Meerut from 22nd March, 2012 to 24th March, 2012.
On March 22nd, a walk for water was organized in which 200 school children, social workers
and community members participated. The walk started from Chaudhary Charan Singh Park
situated in the heart of the city, crossed District Magistrate office and ended back at Chaudhary
Charan Singh park. Dr. Veena Khanduri, Executive Secretary, GWP-India showed green flag to
the march.
Dr. Veena Khanduri, informed the children that this year’s theme of World Water Day is ‘Water
and Food Security’ because we all know the fact that food availability is linked with water.
During the walk, all students carried banners and posters with water conservation and water
quality related slogans written on it. The students while marching shouted messages on
different ways to conserve water and distributed informative pamphlets. About 10 schools
participated in the event.
(v) Celebration of World Water Day at Indore, Madhya Pradesh
GWP-India’s Central Zonal Water Partnership Coordinating Agency Navadeep, organized
World Water Day 2012, in Indore city, Madhya Pradesh, to integrate school education with
water saving, health, hygiene and sanitation awareness. The programme which was first of its
kind has not only generated forward thinking of school children on water conservation, hygiene
and sanitation but also motivated school teachers to provide information to students as to how
habits of using safe water can be improved among children living in Slum areas.
Output/ Outcome
Around 800 persons (both men and women) including students, teachers, Women Self-Help
Groups, Anganwadi workers, youths, PRI members etc. came to know about the importance of
World Water Day to conserve water for the future.
Activity-4
Building Community Capacities on IWRM in Urban Slum Areas of Delhi
GWP-India has supported Development Alternatives (DA) to undertake a small project “Building
Community Capacities on IWRM” in urban slum areas of South and South-West Districts of New
Delhi. The objectives of the project are; (i) Create awareness about water resource management
through community mobilization; (ii) Create a cadre of community mobilisers to communicate
to communities ; raise funds to promote and sustain these activities. This project aims to
develop the capacity and capability within a community to generate and sustain good health
practices with respect to Integrated Water Resource Management (IWRM) in a participatory
manner. There is a special emphasis on Household Water Treatment and Safe Storage (HWTS)
systems to ensure water security for the communities. Youth and women in urban slum areas
are the primary target groups under this project. The targets for intensive interventions under
the project are urban slums and other poor habitations in the Delhi National Capital Region
(NCR) of India.
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In order to build the capacities of community moblisers in communicating HWTS messages,
customized communication packages have been designed. The packages cover concerns of safe
water and the need for purification. It will build their capacities to disseminate knowledge and
information on HWTS options available, access routes, benefits and constraints. It will also equip
them with communication messages and tools to effectively reach the target audience. The
training programs for the capacity building of community mobilizers have been scheduled to be
organized during first and second week of July, 2012.
Activity-5
Participation in Meetings/Seminars
Meeting of the Organizing Committee of India Water Week-2012
As a member of Technical Committee of India Water Week-2012 which was organized by
Ministry of Water Resources, Government of India from 10th -14th April, 2012 at New Delhi, Dr.
Veena Khanduri, Executive Secretary, IWP participated in the 4th Meeting of Technical
Committee of India Water Week-2012 held on 19th January, 2012 at Central Water Commission,
New Delhi.
Panel Discussion “Managing Water for Scarcity” at Australian High Commission
On the invitation of Australian High Commissioner H.E. Mr. Peter Varghese AO, Dr. Veena
Khanduri, Executive Secretary, IWP participated in the above panel discussion on 1st February,
2012.
The Panel discussion brought together leading minds on how this precious resource can best be
managed. Discussions centred on the importance of setting and understanding a water reform
agenda, the challenges in implementing water reform and managing water entitlements, and the
impact of climate change on scarce water resources.
Meeting to discuss setting-up of an India Water Hub
On the invitation of Ministry of Water Resources, Government of India, Dr. Veena Khanduri,
Executive Secretary attended a meeting at the Ministry’s Conference Room on 13th February,
2012. The meeting was called by the Ministry to discuss setting-up of an India Water Hub with
the aim of networking with various stakeholders in the water sector and to act as a knowledge
highway so as to aid the water governance in the country. This meeting was chaired by the
Secretary (Water Resources), Government of India.
In the meeting the Mr. Srikanta Panda, Director, E-gov/Vig.), Ministry of Water Resources,
Government of India made a presentation on the concept of India Water Hub and held
discussions on the institutional framework. During discussions participants provided their
views on institutional framework, governance, capacity building and Knowledge generation and
dissemination.
Dialogue to discuss Draft National Water Policy-2012
The Draft National Water Policy (DNWP) of India-2012 has been brought out and the same was
released by the Government on 31st January, 2012. After release, the DNWP was posted on the
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Ministry’s website and the Ministry of Water Resources invited suggestions/comments from all
(Policy makers/ Scientists/ Experts/ NGOs, etc.) by 29th February, 2012.
In this regard, IWP Partner; Neer Foundation organized a dialogue on 18th February, 2012 at
Meerut to discuss the DNWP which was attended by experts, farmers and officials of Ministry of
Water Resources, Government of India. Mr. Sompal Shastri, former Minister of Water Resources,
Government of India was the Chief Guest. The meeting was convened by Dr. Veena Khanduri,
Executive Secretary, India Water Partnership.
Dr. Veena Khanduri said that a lot of efforts have been made by Ministry of Water Resources
(MoWR) towards drafting this policy. Before preparing the draft, discussions were organized
with experts and other stakeholders in different regions across the country.
Consultation meeting on ”Household Treatment System and Safe Storage: Promotion and
Scale-up
GWP-India network partner Development Alternatives (DA), New Delhi organized a
consultation meeting on ”Household Treatment System and Safe Storage: Promotion and
Scale-up” on 16th March, 2012 at its Headquarter at New Delhi. Dr. Veena Khanduri, Executive
Secretary participated in the workshop from GWP-India side.
During the workshop, participants were briefed about the project details. The pilot project is
being executed in 15 slums of Delhi covering around 10,000 households with a vision to enable
access to safe drinking water for all through Solar Disinfection (SODIS) technology.
Panel discussion on “Future Challenges in Integrated Water Resources Management
Dr. Veena Khanduri, Executive Secretary, GWP India participated as a Panelist in a high level
panel discussion on “Future Challenges in Integrated Water Resources Management” on
25th April, 2012 at Pragati Maidan, New Delhi during Aquatech India 2012 (International
Conference & Exhibition). Aquatech India is being supported by International Water Association
(IWA), India Water Works Association (IWWA), Ministry of Urban Development, Govt. of India
and Water Quality Association (WQA).
Dr. Veena Khanduri explained in brief about the GWP-India’s current projects in context of
IWRM in three States, namely; Maharashtra, Orissa and Rajasthan. It was pointed out that
Maharashtra State had made some fundamental changes in its water policy and passed critical
laws and framework. She also told that GWP India facilitated Stakeholders Consultations for
initiating participatory negotiated approach for planning process. In Rajasthan, the GWP-India
with the support of its partners reviewed the New State Water Policy (NSWP) in context of
IWRM. The partners reviewed the policy and recommended that as per policy the definition and
understanding of IWRM is very context specific and needs to consider local realities as per the
requirements of the communities. Accordingly, GWP-India in 2010 and 2011 organized several
workshops/meetings for the capacity building of Water User Groups, NGOs, Engineers, and
Administrative Officers who would be involved in IWRM planning.
Review of Organization of India Water Week-2012
Dr. Veena Khanduri, Executive Secretary, GWP-India participated in a meeting convened by
Additional Secretary, Ministry of Water Resources, Govt. of India on 21st June, 2012 at the
Ministry’s Conference Room. The meeting was organized to review the India Water Week-2012
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which was organized from 10th to 14th April, 2012. Extract of the Minutes of this Meeting is given
below:
“Dr. Veena Khanduri, Executive Secretary, India Water Partnership expressed the opinion that the
event should be made more interdisciplinary by inclusion of all agencies concerned with the
development of use of water. To bring the international participation at a desired level, the
international organizations should be approached immediately for India Water Week-2013. The
technical sessions need to be decided well in time and coordinated in a better way for improvement
in the quality of papers and conclusions drawn on the basis of the discussions. The organization of
India Water Week-2012 has already created much awareness about the event in the international
community. She offered her help for a better coordination through Global Water Partnership of
which she is a member.”
Output/Outcome
1. Rapport/contract established with the various agencies/institutions/organizations and
GWP and GWP-India’s recent initiatives were disseminated to them.
2. Dr. Veena Khanduri, Executive Secretary, GWP-India has been again selected by the Ministry
of Water Resources, Govt. of India as member of Organizing Committee and Technical
Committee of India Water Week-2013
Goal IV: Build a More Effective Network
Activity1
Formation of New Area Water Partnerships (AWPs) in India
In line with GWP-South Asia Strategy 2009-13, GWP-India in its Work Plan-2012 proposed
formation of new AWPs at different locations in India. For this, GWP-India selected three places
in three different States; Mandsaur City in Madhya Pradesh, Kanpur City in Uttar Pradesh and
Middle Wainganga river sub- basin in Maharashtra. The progress on formation of these three
AWPs is given below:
(i) Formation of Shivana Area Water Partnership (AWP) in Madsaur District, Madhya
Pradesh
GWP-India entrusted this task to its partner NGO Navadeep, a VO and Coordinating agency of
Central Zone Water Partnership to form one AWP in the State of Madhya Pradesh.
Prior to the formation, many rounds of informal consultations and mind boggling sessions
among water sector professionals, government and non government stakeholders were held.
During the initial consultations, Mr. Ravindra Shukla, Coordinator of Central Zone Water
Partnership felt that neither local community nor even District Administrators/policy
makers/PRI members have much knowledge about the Integrated Water Resources
Management (IWRM) as IWRM is not publicized or practiced in the area. Shivana AWP will help
in dissemination of IWRM in its area of operation.
With the concerted efforts of Navadeep, the Shivana Area Water Partnership has formally
been formed and set to function in Mandsaur City on the north western tip of Madhya
Pradesh.
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The inaugural function of Shivana Area Water Partnership was organized in the conference
room of Municipal Council of Mandsaur on 18th June 2012. Addressing as Chief Guest on the
occasion, Municipal Council, President Mrs. Kusum Gupta told that Shivana River is lifeline of
Mandsaur. City gets its drinking water supply from a reservoir of one of the stop dams on it.
Every summer, water level reduces in reservoir creating water crisis. Hence increasing its
capacity or finding a new source for supply is necessary. She expressed concern that river
pollution, over the years, has been on increase.
Mrs. Gupta lauded the formation of Shivana AWP and hoped that its work, particularly the
proposed integrated long term work plan will not only help solve drinking water problem of
urban area but also provide relief to agriculture and industrial sectors thus paving the way for
faster overall development of the district. She thanked India Water Partnership (GWP-India) to
have selected Mandsaur for forming an AWP.
Shivana AWP President Mr. Narendra Sipani, while welcoming the guests, told that some
voluntary organizations are working to revive the river which normally dries up in winter
season. Each of them has its own limitations-as for expertise or resources are concerned.
Bringing them together on one single platform through Shivana AWP can provide better results.
As on the reporting date, office bearers have been appointed and started functioning from the
office of Shivana AWP located at 8, Housing Colony , Naii Aabaadi Mandsaur District, Madhya
Pradesh State.
(ii) Formation of an Area Water Partnership for Prevention of Pollution to River Ganges
in Jajmau Area (Municipal Zone-2) of Kanpur City (Uttar Pradesh)
The GWP-India has assigned this task to Society for Promotion of Wastelands Development
(SPWD), New Delhi to form an Area Water Partnership in the Jajmau area of Kanpur City, Uttar
Pradesh to prevent the river Ganga from urban and industrial pollution.
This initiative is to facilitate development of a model of citizen participation and partnership
with Urban Local government, local industries, Universities and State government institutions at
the Municipal ward level and Zonal level (Area) to demonstrate an effective strategy to address
the Ganga pollution issue under the overall framework of National Ganga River Basin Area Plan
(NGRBAP). The South Eastern Region of the city lying along the South bank of river Ganges has
been selected for this work (Zone 2, ward 10 of the Kanpur Nagar Nigam (KNN)) called Jajmau
area, which is famous for being home to the tannery and leather industry in Kanpur. The overall
objective of this Area Water Partnership is to develop a joint stakeholder forum in the Jajmau
area to discuss the pollution issues and possible strategies and actions to find solutions.
Interaction meetings with the residents of the rural Municipal ward in this zone (Ward 10 of the
Zone 2 of Kanpur Nagar Nigam) were held. In addition, meetings were also held in one of the
urban ward of this zone (Ward No 86 of Zone 2). These wards lie in the South Eastern periphery
of the City along the river Ganges where the rural community is subjected to inundation with
treated and untreated sewerage of the city while the urban areas suffer from lack of cleanliness
and sanitation.
With the efforts of SPWD, the residents of these wards have agreed to form ward level citizen’s
committees. The ward level committees will prepare ward level sanitation plans and then make
advocacy with Kanpur Nagar Nigam to include these into the City Sanitation Plan for
implementation.
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In the meetings held on 7th & 8th April, 2012 with the members of ward no. 10 and 86 wherein
President and General Secretary of the tannery association were also present, it was felt that
main issue was that the polluted water is severely affecting the agriculture land, agriculture
production and health of the people. Keeping his in view, the following main points were
discussed in the meetings:
·
·
·

·
·

The city sewage is made to pass through Ward 10-rural ward for irrigation purpose , before
discharging into Ganga river. Since Jajmau is located at the downstream of Ganga, the
sewage water of entire city flows through Jajmau, particularly the rural ward.
The city domestic sewage, and Industrial sewage including those of tanneries is treated in a
common treatment plant. Since the tanneries are situated downstream in the Jajmau area,
they have achieved the ill reputation of being responsible for Ganga pollution in Kanpur.
There is need to prepare village/slum level water and sanitation micro-plans to be clubbed
at ward level which suggests problems as well as probable solutions also. These need to be
used as advocacy tools with the city authorities for making necessary allocations at the ward
level and making other changes in the administrative action to solve the problems.
Need to develop an AWP at the ward level and zone level including all the stakeholders to
help people collectively address the issues.
Need for a dialogue between Pollution Control Board, Jal Board and the tanneries to evolve
a solution.

From the discussions in the meeting, it emerged that the tannery owners were one of the key
stakeholders both as contributors to the problems and also to find the solution. At end of the
meeting, it was decided to organize a dialogue on the ground which will be the basis
for developing the appropriate stakeholders’ forums at the area and ward level. This dialogue
will take place on 22nd July, 2012 at Kanpur.
(iii) Formation of Area Water Partnership in Middle Wainganga river basin, Maharashtra
State
For formation of an Area Water Partnership, Middle Wainganga river basin in Maharashtra
State, a meeting was held on 17th June 2012 by the stakeholders of the Middle Wainganga river
sub basin i.e. stakeholders in the sub-basins of Bawanthadi, Sur, Kanhan, Maru, Andhari,
Kathani, Gadhvi, Khobragadi, and Bodalkasa. Representatives from fifteen organizations
attended the meeting.
The following decisions were taken during the meeting:
1.

It was decided to form an Area Water Partnership in Middle Wainganga river sub-basin
instead of forming a RBO.
2. The area of the AWP would be as per the demarcation made by the Maharashtra Water And
Irrigation Commission 1999.
3. The Middle Wainganga AWP will focus on:
·
·
·
·

Working with people in flood affected and flood prone areas in the Middle Wainganga
sub basin;
Revival and re-establishment of people managed, traditional management systems of
the major Malgujari Tanks;
Protection of fisheries and fishermen community livelihoods by protection of 'Doha' ,
tanks, etc.;
Mainstreaming of civil society organizations and Panchayati Raj Institutions working in
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·
·
·
·
·
·

the forested areas of the Middle Wainganga basin in order to ensure the accural of
development benefit to the communities;
Mainstreaming women's participation in water resource management at local level and
in the partnership;
Conduct hydrological studies at sub-basin level and convert the assessments into simple
terms to increase the awareness among community members regarding water
availability, water allocations;
To translate the conceptual framework of Environmental Flows and interpret them in
terms of quantities of environmental flows needed in sub basins;
Convert the studies and plans for the sub-basins and the Middle Wainganga basin into
Gondi or other local languages for explanation to local communities;
To assist negotiations between people regarding water resource planning, water use
priorities and allocation; and,
Mediate, negotiate among District and State authorities, Maharashtra Water Resources
Regulatory Authority on conflicting issues and seek redressal, especially when the
conflicts are between the Government agencies, corporate and smaller groups like
fishermen, farmers, etc.

A working group of three members was appointed to prepare a Memorandum of Understanding
and Constitution of the Middle Wainganga AWP as per the general principles laid down by the
Global Water Partnership. It is expected that the MOU and Constitution will be finalized by July
end and the Partnership can then be formally registered with the Charity Commissioner.
Output/ Outcome
A new Area Water Partnership (AWP) namely; Shivana Area Water Partnership has been formed
and process for formation of two new AWPs is on-going and meetings/consultations are taking
place from time to time.
Activity 2
Strengthening of Peoples’ Area Water Partnership in Dhenkanal District of Odisha
The Area Water Partnership which was formed in June 2010 in Dhenkanal District of Odisha
with the initiative of GWP-India and support of coordinating agency AIRA was registered as a
trust in February 2012 with the name as “Peoples’ Area Water Partnership” (PAWP).
With a view to strengthen PAWP, GWP-India with the support of its partner NGO, Arun Institute
of Rural Affairs organized a Consultation Workshop on “Water and Livelihood Promotion” at
Public Works Department, Inspection Bungalow, Khatuahata, Dhenkanal district, Orissa on 29th
March, 2012. This consultation workshop was attended by PAWP members, Local Area Water
Partnership (LAWP) members, farmers, social workers, senior citizens, PRI members, Pani
Panchayat members, Women Self Help Groups and community leaders of Kamakhya Nagar
region, Dhenkanal district, Orissa.
In the workshop, Mr. G. P. Nayak, Ex-Banker & Social Activist, Mr. P. K. Sahoo, Ex-Public
Prosecutor & a senior farmer and VDC President and Mr. A. Rath, Development Researcher &
PAWP Trustee were also present. Mr. A Rath explained the participants about strengthening of
PAWP to enable it to systematically work on water, livelihood and allied activities in the villages
of Kamakhya Nagar region. The major issues discussed in the workshop were:
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·
·
·

Formation of village-wise Livelihood and Natural Resource Promotion Committee;
Re-structuring of Pani Panchayats; and,
Collaboration of PAWP with other local level/district level Livelihood and Natural Resource
Promotion Groups

The experience of canal renovation works on Indrajit Micro Irrigation Project was shared with
the participants, wherein LAWP interventions forced the concerned Engineers to sit with the
PAWP members and plan for alternative but useful renovation components of the project. After
giving Memorandum to the Executive Engineer (Minor Irrigation), Indrajit Project, the District
Head of the Minor Irrigation System re-planned the works with the villagers of 3 LAWPs
(Khuntabati, Khatuahata and Salpada) for executing the same.
Now the LAWP and PAWP are planning to take up the issue of defunct state of water harvesting
structures on the Indrajit Nallah due to which the villagers of Kotagara and Kamagara are facing
loss of crop and their livelihood options.
Output/ Outcome
The efforts of LAWP and PAWP has shown that the real concern and lobbying with the State
Govt. officials produced a real action with corrective measures for promotion of livelihood
options in the villages falling under PAWP.
----- xxxxx----
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